
Find & Draw 
Scavenger Hunt
Instructions: Find each of the items below using your yard or 
neighborhood. When you find it, sketch a drawing of what you 
found. When you get home, add as much detail as possible. 

Leaf Stick Pretty rock

Animal track Insects at work Spider

Thorn Tree bark Flying bird



Habitat Scavenger Hunt
Instructions: Print this page or draw your own scavenger 
hunt sheet. Find examples of the following features of a 
habitat in your house, yard or neighborhood. Draw and 
label your example in each square.

Food for an insect Home for a bird Shelter for a rodent

Food for a bird Water Food for a butterfly

Space for a squirrel to live Shelter from a storm Food for a mammal



Edible Plant Parts
Instructions: Print this page or draw your own scavenger 
hunt sheet. Find examples of the following edible plant 
parts in your pantry, refrigerator or garden. Draw and 
label your example in each square.

Edible root Edible stem Edible leaf

Edible seed Free choice! Edible fruit

Edible seed Edible leaf Edible flower



Find & Draw 
Scavenger Hunt
Instructions: Find each of the items below using your yard or 
neighborhood. When you find it, sketch a drawing of what you 
found. When you get home, add as much detail as possible. 

Tree stump Pine cone Squirrel

Lady bug Snail Flower pot

Fruit Dandelion Colorful bird



Texture Scavenger Hunt
Instructions: Print this page or draw your own 
scavenger hunt sheet. Find the following patterns 
around your house, yard or neighborhood. Use a crayon 
or pencil to rub the texture onto each square.

Palmate leaf veins Rough bark Parallel leaf veins

Letters or words Symmetrical pattern Rough stone/concrete

Pinnate leaf veins Intersecting lines Smooth bark



Find & Draw 
Scavenger Hunt
Instructions: Find each of the items below using your yard or 
neighborhood. When you find it, sketch a drawing of what you 
found. When you get home, add as much detail as possible. 

Flower Mushroom Tree

Spider web Vines Clouds

Flat rock Clover Seed



Shades of Green
Chlorophyll gives plants their green pigment, but the 
color of green we see can look very different.
Instructions: Observe plants in your yard or neighborhood and 
draw leaves of different shades of green. And, you don’t have 
to print at home! Just use a piece of white paper and label 
them from lightest to darkest.
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